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A power engineering worker must not be poor! 

PRESS RELEASE 
 
The Public Association - "All-Russian Electric Trade Union" conducts a collective protest 
action "A power engineering worker must not be poor!" 

On November 15, 2012 in Moscow will take place the collective protest action (picketing) 

against unduly low wages of energy sector workers, employed in power engineering 

organizations of the Russian Federation. By means of this action the Trade Union intends to 

implement its constitutional right to peaceful protest and promote to change of the tense 

situation in the field of social, labor and related economic relations in power engineering 

organizations of the Russian Federation. 

The organizer of the All-Russia protest action is the Public Association – “All-Russian Electric 

Trade Union” (119119, Moscow, Leninsky Prospect, 42, tel.: +7 (495) 938-83-78, fax: +7 (495) 

930-98-62, e -mail: elprof@elprof.ru).  

Herewith please be reminded that on October 4th, 2012 during the 4th Plenary Meeting of the 

Public Association – “All-Russian Electric Trade Union” (ARETU) and after hearing of the case 

“About course of collective bargaining in preparation of the project and signing of the Branch 

Collective Agreement in electric power industry of the Russian Federation for the next period”, 

there was taken a decision to suspend the process of collective bargaining with representatives 

of the employers' community. The resolution of the ARETU Central Committee stated that 

tensions in collective bargaining process resulted directly from the difficult situation in the 

electric power industry of the Russian Federation, which went through a number of systemic 

structural changes, on the one hand, and experienced most acute social tensions among 

employees working in the energy sector, on the other hand. Over the last few years the real 

wages of industrial personnel in the industry did not increase, but only got higher by the 

consumer price index; and in some cases its growth had been frozen at all. In organizations and 

enterprises of electric power industry the salaries of managerial staff and key personnel differ 

not in times, but in dozens and hundreds of times, which obviously contradicts the norms and 

standards adopted by the international community. 

Herewith the wages of workers in essential working occupations range within the rates of 10-18 

thousand rubles. Such a situation is a result of the current policies of top managers of the 

largest electric power holding companies, who suppose that the main business priority is 

maximization of profits, including savings in staff costs. 

 

The Union’s demands are:  

- Increase of real wages of workers for not less than 25%. 

- Since January 1st, 2013 the minimum monthly base wage rate of first-grade workers in electric 

power organizations should not be lower than 6827 rubles. 

The Resolution of the ARETU Central Committee says: "With the purpose of a real increase of 

wages by at least 25% to set up in the Branch Tariff Agreement of the electric power industry of 

the Russian Federation for the next period the minimum monthly wage rate of first-grade 

workers in electric power organizations, who have fully worked-off the norm of working time and 
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fulfilled their duties (labor standards), determined by the employer, in the amount of 6,827 

rubles as from January 1st , 2013. " 

 

Within the ranks of the branch collective protest action of the Trade Union a picket will take 

place in Moscow (Novopushkinsky Square) on November 15th, 2012.   

It is expected that about 200 participants - representatives of Russian electric power industry 

organizations and trade union members - will take part in the protest action. Participants of the 

action will be dressed in corporate clothing (uniform), having distinctive logos of belonging to 

regional energy structures or branch trade unions. 

The action will start at 10:00. 

  

We go out on picket under social slogans:  

 

- The working power engineering specialist must not be poor! 

 

- We demand real wage increase! 

 

- We demand a decent wage! 

 

- Save jobs! 

 

- Branch Tariff Agreement must be! 

 

- Bonuses to top managers - from enterprises’ profits! 

 

- To manager – a salary of an electrician! 

 

- Investments into workers and employees! 

 

- Government, land down the TOPs on the ground! 

 

- The minimum rates of workers at subsistence level! 

 

- Enough hypocrisy about salaries of electric power industry workers! 

 

- Everything can be written off to crisis, do not forget about the people! 

 

- Change the salary of an electrician to salary of a functionary! 

 

- Poverty is not for the workers in the power industry! 

 

- Federal Tariff Service, where in tariff is our wage? Functionaries have eaten? 

 

- Revise approach to regulations of tariffs. 
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- A worthy content to Collective agreement! 

 

- Branch Tariff Agreement in power industry - for the people, not for functionaries! 

 

- Employer, do respect the rights of workers! 

 

- Managers in power industry, we do not want to pay out of our pocket for your failures! 

 

- Wage fund is not the private domain of the employer! 

 

- A concrete content to Branch Tariff Agreement! 

 

- So that we do not live poorly and are not patched all over, Employer, give us a decent wage! 

 

- Priority to people, not to bonuses for top managers! 

 

- People are more important than profit! 

 

- Federal State Statistics Service of the Russian Federation, where is my salary equaling to 40 

thousand rubles? 

 

- 15 thousand rubles is not a salary, but a tip. 

 

- Salaries of top managers should be in accordance with the unified pay scale. 

 

At present, the regional ARETU organizations are collecting signatures of trade union members 

under the demand to increase salaries to workers and employees in the electric power industry 

of Russian Federation. The subscription lists are being sent to the ARETU Central Committee, 

and copies - to the Russian Ministry of Energy.  We hope that the trade union action will attract 

the attention of the Russian government, and of all those, who can influence solving the 

problems, raised by our Trade Union. 

We invite all the Russian and foreign media to report the collective protest action of the Trade 
Union “A power engineering worker must not be poor!” 

More detailed information about the Trade Union action can be found on the ARETU union’s 

website www. elprof.ru.  

 

Dear friends, your support and solidarity are very important for us! 

 

We kindly ask you to assist us in supporting the reasonable and legitimate demands of our 

Trade Union about raise of real wages to energy workers! 

 

  


